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It is well known that the sample covariance is not an efficient estimator of the
covariance of a bivariate normal vector. We extend this result to elliptical distribu-
tions and we propose a simple explicit estimator, which is efficient in the normal
case and which outperforms the sample covariance in general. Necessary and suf-
ficient conditions are established under which this estimator is in general efficient
for an elliptical distribution.  2001 Elsevier Science
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0. INTRODUCTION
Let (X1 , Y1), ..., (Xn , Yn) be independent copies of a bivariate random vec-
tor (X, Y) with E(X)=E(Y)=0, E(X2)=E(Y2)=1 but unknown covariance
\ :=E(XY )=correlation coefficient # [&1, 1].
An obvious estimator of \ is the sample version
\^n :=
1
n
:
n
i=1
Xi Yi ,
which is unbiased and, as is easy to see, is BLUE in the class of all
estimators that are of the form ni=1 aiXi Y i with 
n
i=1 ai=1.
Suppose now that (X, Y ) is in particular bivariate Gaussian. The central
limit theorem implies that
n12 ( \^n&\) D N(0, E((XY&\)2))=N(0, 1+\2),
where D denotes convergence in distribution. On the other hand it is well
known that the maximumlikelihood estimator \^n, ML satisfies
n12 ( \^n, ML&\) D N \0, (1&\
2)2
1+\2 + ;
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see Lehmann and Casella (1998, Example 6.5). Dividing the limit variances
we obtain that the asymptotic relative efficiency
ARE( \^n | \^n, ML)=\1&\
2
1+\2+
2
# [0, 1]
of \^n with respect to \^n, ML is strictly less than 1 unless \=0.
ARE is a strictly decreasing function of \2, which attains its maximum
value 1 at \=0 and its minimum value 0 at \2=1. The ML estimator,
therefore, clearly outperforms \^n if \{0. Note that the limit distribution of
\^n is not affected if E(X) and E(Y ) are unknown and are replaced in \^n by
their empirical counterparts. For easier reading we put, therefore, E(X )=
0=E(Y ).
The bivariate normal distribution is the predominant example of an
elliptic distribution and, hence, the question naturally arises, whether the
above result extends to the class of elliptic distributions. This problem will
be investigated in Section 1. In Section 2 we will revisit the normal case
and define an explicit estimator of \ that has minimum limiting variance.
In Section 3 we will investigate the properties of this estimator when
applied to the general class of elliptical distributions. The case of unknown
means will be revisited in Section 4.
1. ELLIPTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS
Let (X, Y) be a bivariate random vector with E(X )=E(Y )=0, E(X2)=
E(Y2)=1 and density
f (x, y)=
1
c |S |12
h((x, y) S &1 (x, y)T),
where h: [0, )  [0, ) is an integrable function,
S=\1 \\ 1+
with \ # (&1, 1) and
c=|
R2
h((x, y)(x, y)T) dx dy=? |

0
h(t) dt.
The random vector (X, Y ) has, therefore, an elliptical distribution, which
we denote by Ph (S). With h(t)=exp(&t2) we obtain the bivariate normal
distribution. Excellent reviews and systematic treatment of elliptically
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contoured distributions are Chmielewsky (1981), Cambanis et al. (1981)
and Fang et al. (1990).
Note that the condition E(X2)=E(Y2)=1 is equivalent to the relation
|

0
th(t) dt=2 |

0
h(t) dt
and, thus,
E(XY )=\;
see Remark 2.2 in Falk (1998). The matrix S is, consequently, the correla-
tion matrix of (X, Y ). Given S and h, the distribution Ph (S)=P\ depends
only on \. We denote the pertaining density by f\ .
We suppose that the function h can be represented as
h(t)=exp(g(t)), t0,
where the function g: [0, )  R is twice differentiable with
lim
=  0 | | g"(t(1+=))& g"(t)| t
2h(t) dt=0.
This condition is, for instance, satisfied if g" is Hoelder continuous:
| g"(x)& g"( y)|constant |x& y|:, x, y0
for some 0<:1 and  t2+:h(t) dt<.
Consider now n independent copies (X1 , Y1), ..., (Xn , Yn) of (X, Y ). The
pertaining loglikelihood ratio for \1 , \0 # (&1, 1) is given by
Ln (\1 |\2)=log \‘
n
i=1
f\1 (Xi , Yi)
f\0 (Xi , Yi)+
= :
n
i=1 \g \(Xi , Yi) \
1
\1
\1
1 +
&1
(Xi , Y i)T+
& g \(X i , Yi) \ 1\0
\0
1 +
&1
(X i , Y i)T+++n2 log \1+
\21&\
2
0
1&\20 +
= :
n
i=1 \g \
1
1&\21
(X 2i +Y
2
i &2\1 XiYi)+
& g \ 11&\20 (X 2i +Y 2i &2\0 Xi Yi)+++
n
2
log \1+\
2
1&\
2
0
1&\21 + .
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Fix \0 # (&1, 1) and put for ! # R
\n :=\n (!) :=\0+! n&12.
In the following theorem we establish local asymptotic normality (LAN) of
the loglikelihood ratio.
1.1. Theorem. Let R be a random variable on [0, ) with density
p(t)=(?c) h(t)=h(t)0 h(s) ds, t0. The loglikelihood ratio satisfies for
arbitrary \0 # [&1, 1] and ! # R
Ln (\n | \0) D N \&}
2
2
, }2+ ,
where
}2=}2 (!, \0)=
!2
(1&\20)
2 \12+(E((g$(R) R)2)&1) \\20+
1
2++ .
The above result implies by the Ha jekLeCam convolution theorem that
an efficient estimator in the class of regular estimators has the minimum
limit variance
_2min=
1
}2
=
2(1&\20)
2
1+(E((g$(R) R)2)&1)(1+2\20)
;
see, for example, Chapter 8 in Pfanzagl (1994) for details.
Consider now
\^n=
1
n
:
n
i=1
Xi Yi
as an estimator of \0 . From the arguments in the proof of Theorem 1.1 we
obtain the representation
\^n= D
1
n
:
n
i=1
Ri
2
(cos(?U i)+\0),
where R1 , U1 , ..., Rn , Un are independent random variables with Ri being
copies of R and the Ui are uniformly distributed on (0, 1).
The central limit theorem together with the fact that E(Ri)=
(?c) 0 t h(t) dt=2 implies
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n12 ( \^n&\0)=D n&12 :
n
i=1 \
Ri
2
cos(? Ui)+
\0
2
(Ri&2)+
D N \0, 14 E(R2) E(cos2 (?U ))+
\20
4
E((R&2)2)+
=N \0, \
2
0+
1
2
4
E(R2)&\20+=: N(0, _2).
It is easy to see that \^n is a regular estimator and, thus,
_2=
\20+
1
2
4
E(R2)&\20_
2
min
for any \0 # [&1, 1]. Putting \0=0 we obtain in particular
1
8
E(R2)
2
E((g$(R) R)2)
.
Ho lder’s inequality implies
1=E(g$(R) R)2E((g$(R) R)2)
and
4=E(R)2E(R2).
The limit variance of \^n
_2=\20 \E(R
2)
4
&1++E(R
2)
8
0
is, consequently, an increasing function of \20 , and _
2
min is a strictly decreas-
ing function of \20 . We, thus, have derived the following consequence.
1.2. Corollary. The sample correlation is, under the conditions of
Theorem 1.1, not efficient if \20>0, i.e.,
_2>_2min if \0 {0.
By using the arguments in the proof of Theorem 1.1 below, it is straight-
forward to show that the maximumlikelihood estimator \^n, ML of \0 is
asymptotically normal with minimum limiting variance,
n12 ( \^n, ML&\0) D N(0, _2min),
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under suitable regularity conditions; see Section 7.5 in Pfanzagl (1994) for
details.
The sample covariance \^n can be improved by a one step Newton
Raphson approximation of the maximumlikelihood estimator, yielding an
estimator with minimum limiting variance. Put
\^ (1)n :=\^n+_^
2
min n
&1 :
n
i=1 {g$ \
X 2i +Y
2
i &2\^n Xi Yi
1&\^2n +
_
2\^n (X 2i +Y
2
i )&2(1+\^
2
n) XiYi
(1&\^2n)
2 +
\^n
1&\^2n=
with
_^2min :=
2(1&\^2n)
2
1+(E((g$(R) R)2)&1) (1+2\^2n)
.
Then
n12 ( \^ (1)n &\0) D N(0, _
2
min)
under suitable regularity conditions; see Theorem 7.5.9 in Pfanzagl (1994).
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We obtain for the loglikelihood ratio the expan-
sion
Ln (\n | \0)=
n
2
log {1+ !n12
2\0+! n&12
1&\2n =
+ :
n
i=1
g$ \X
2
i +Y
2
i &2\0 Xi Yi
1&\20 +
_\X
2
i +Y
2
i &2\n XiY i
1&\2n
&
X 2i +Y
2
i &2\0 X iYi
1&\20 +
+
1
2
:
n
i=1
g"\X
2
i +Y
2
i &2\0 Xi Yi
1&\20 +
_\X
2
i +Y
2
i &2\n XiY i
1&\2n
&
X 2i +Y
2
i &2\0 X iYi
1&\20 +
2
+rn . (1)
We can assume the representation
(Xi , Yi)T=S 12\0 O (Vi , Wi)
T,
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where (Vi , Wi) has the spherically symmetric distribution Ph (I2), O is an
arbitrary orthogonal 2_2 matrix and S 12\0 is the symmetric root of S\0 , i.e.,
S 12\0 =
1
2 \
(1+\0)12+(1&\0)12 (1+\0)12&(1&\0)12
(1+\0)12&(1&\0)12 (1+\0)12+(1&\0)12+
with S 12\0 S
&12
\0
S 12\0 =I2 , which is the 2_2 identity matrix.
We have, consequently,
X 2i +Y
2
i &2\0 Xi Yi
1&\20
=(X i , Yi) S &1\0 (Xi , Yi)
T
=(Vi , Wi) OT S 12\0 S
&1
\0
S 12\0 O(V i , Wi)
T
=(Vi , Wi)(Vi , Wi)T=V 2i +W
2
i ,
and
X2i +Y
2
i &2\n XiYi
1&\2n
=
1&\20
1&\2n
X 2i +Y
2
i &2\0 XiY i
1&\20
+
2(\0&\n)
1&\2n
XiY i
=
1&\20
1&\2n
(V 2i +W
2
i )&
\2n&\
2
0
1&\2n
((1+\0) V 2i &(1&\0) W
2
i )
=
1&\20&(\n&\0)(1+\0)
1&\2n
V 2i +
1&\20+(\n&\0)(1&\0)
1&\2n
W 2i (2)
if we put in particular
O :=
1
212 \
1
1
&1
1+ .
The matrix O is orthogonal and satisfies with
M := 12 \\01
1
\0+
the relation
XiYi =(Vi , Wi) OTMO(Vi , Wi)T
=(Vi , Wi) 12 \\0+10
0
\0&1+ (Vi , Wi)T
= 12 ((1+\0) V
2
i &(1&\0) W
2
i );
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see the proof of Theorem 3.1 in Falk (1998). We rearrange the terms in (1)
and obtain the representation
X 2i +Y
2
i &2\n XiYi
1&\2n
=
1&\20
1&\2n
(V 2i +W
2
i )&
\n&\0
1&\2n
((1+\0) V 2i &(1&\0) W
2
i ). (3)
By Theorems 2.3 and 2.9 in Fang et al. (1990), the polar coordinates
R12i :=(V
2
i +W
2
i )
12, Ai :=
(Vi , Wi)T
R12i
of each random vector (Vi , Wi) are independent with Ai being uniformly
distributed on the unit sphere and Ri having the density
p(t)=
?
c
h(t), t0.
The substitution
(Vi , Wi)T=R12Ai
in (2) yields the representation
X 2i +Y
2
i &2\n Xi Yi
1&\2n
=
1&\20
1&\2n
Ri&
\n&\0
1&\2n
Ri ((1+\0) A2i1&(1&\0) A
2
i2)
=D
Ri
1&\2n
(1&\20&(\n&\0) (4)
_((1+\0) cos2 (2?Ui)&(1&\0) sin2 (2?Ui)))
=
Ri
1&\2n
(1&\20&(\n&\0)(cos
2 (2?Ui)&sin2 (2?U i)+\0))
=
Ri
1&\2n
(1&\20&(\n&\0)(cos(4?Ui)+\0))
=D
Ri
1&\2n
(1&\20&(\n&\0)(cos(?Ui)+\0)), (5)
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where Ui is uniformly on (0, 1) distributed and independent of Ri , ATi =
(Ai1 , Ai2) and =D denotes equality of the distributions.
By the same arguments we obtain
X 2i +Y
2
i &2\0 XiYi
1&\20
=V 2i +W
2
i =Ri .
The leading random sum in the expansion (1) of the loglikelihood ratio
Ln (\n | \0) satisfies, therefore,
:
n
i=1
g$ \X
2
i +Y
2
i &2\0 Xi Yi
1&\20 +
_\X
2
i +Y
2
i &2\n XiYi
1&\2n
&
X 2i +Y
2
i &2\0 XiYi
1&\20 +
=D :
n
i=1
g$(Ri) R i \1&\
2
0&(\n&\0)(cos(?U i)+\0)
1&\2n
&1+
=
1
1&\2n
:
n
i=1
g$(Ri) Ri (\2n&\
2
0&(\n&\0)(cos(?Ui)+\0))
=
\n&\0
1&\2n
:
n
i=1
g$(Ri) Ri (\n&cos(?U i))
=
1
n12
!
1&\2n
:
n
i=1
g$(Ri) Ri (\0&cos(?Ui))
+
1
n
!2
1&\2n
:
n
i=1
g$(Ri) Ri .
Note that by partial integration
E(g$(R) R)=
?
c |

0
g$(t) t exp(g(t)) dt
=
?
c
t exp(g(t)) }

0
&
?
c |

0
exp(g(t)) dt=&1. (6)
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Together with the expansion
n
2
log {1+ !n12
2\0+!&12n
1&\2n =
=n12
!
2
2\0+!&12n
1&\2n
&
!2
4 \
2\0+!&12n
1&\2n +
2
+o(1)
=n12
\0 !
1&\2n
+
!2
2(1&\2n)
&
\20 !
2
(1&\2n)
2+o(1)
we obtain that the leading terms in the expansion (1) of the loglikelihood
ratio Ln (\n | \0) satisfy
n
2
log {1+ !n12
2\0+!&12n
1&\2n =+ :
n
i=1
g$ \X
2
i +Y
2
i &2\0 XiY i
1&\20 +
_\X
2
i +Y
2
i &2\n XiYi
1&\2n
&
X 2i +Y
2
i &2\0 XiYi
1&\20 +
=D
1
n12
!
1&\2n
:
n
i=1
[(g$(Ri) R i+1)(\0&cos(?U i))+cos(?U i)]
&
!2
2(1&\20)
&
\20 !
2
(1&\20)
2+oP(1)
D N \& !
2
2(1&\20)
&
\20 !
2
(1&\20)
2 ,
!2E((g$(R) R+1)2) E((\20+cos
2 (?U ))+E(cos2 (?U ))
(1&\20)
2 +
=N \& !
2
2(1&\20)
&
\2&!
(1&\20)
2 ,
!2
(1&\20)
2
_\(E((g$(R) R)2)&1) \\20+12++
1
2++ ,
since
E(cos2 (?U ))=|
1
0
cos2 (?u) du=
2
? |
?2
0
cos2 (u) du=
1
2
and U and R are independent.
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By repeating the above arguments we obtain that the second sum in (1)
is in distribution equal to
1
2
:
n
i=1
g"(Ri)
R2i
(1&\2n)
2 (\
2
n&\
2
0&(\n&\0)(cos(?Ui)+\0))
2
=
!2
2n(1&\2n)
2 :
n
i=1
g"(Ri) R2i (\n&cos(?Ui))
2
n  
!2
2(1&\20)
2 E(g"(R) R
2) \\20+12+
in probability.
Note that by partial integration
E(g"(R) R2)=
?
c |

0
g"(t) t2 exp(g(t)) dt
=
?
c
g$(t) t2 exp(g(t)) | 0
&
?
c |

0
g$(t)(2t exp(g(t))+t2g$(t) exp(g(t))) dt
=&2E(g$(R) R)&E((g$(R) R)2)=2&E((g$(R) R)2).
Alltogether we have shown that the leading terms in expansion (1) con-
verge in distribution to N(&}22, }2).
It remains to show that the remainder term rn in (1) converges to zero
in probability. We have by the above arguments with ’i # (0, 1), 1in,
2rn= :
n
i=1 {g" \
X 2i +Y
2
i &2\0 XiY i
1&\20
+’i \X
2
i +Y
2
i &2\n XiYi
1&\2n
&
X 2i +Y
2
i &2\0 XiYi
1&\20 ++
& g" \X
2
i +Y
2
i &2\0 XiY i
1&\20 +=
_\X
2
i +Y
2
i &2\n XiYi
1&\2n
&
X 2i +Y
2
i &2\0 X iYi
1&\20 +
2
=D :
n
i=1 {g" \Ri+’i Ri
\n&\0
1&\2n
(\n&cos(?Ui))+& g"(R i)=
_R2i \\n&\01&\2n +
2
(\n&cos(?Ui))2.
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The fact that (\n&\0)2=O(1n) together with the condition lim=  0
 | g"(t(1+=))& g"(t) | t2h(t) dt=0 now implies limn   E( |rn | )=0, which
completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. K
2. THE NORMAL CASE
In the following we consider the normal distribution i.e., h(t)=
exp(&t2). Then we obtain
_2min=
(1&\20)
2
1+\20
, _2=1+\20
and, thus
_2min
_2
=\1&\
2
0
1+\20+
2
.
This function of \0 attains its maximum value at \0=0, in which case \^n
is efficient. But for |\0 |  1 it converges to zero and, hence, \^n becomes
arbitrarily inefficient.
Put for b # R
T n (b) :=
1
n
:
n
i=1 {\b+
1
2+
(Xi+Yi)2
2
+\b&12+
(Xi&Yi)2
2 =&2b.
Note that T n (0)=\^n , since
XY=(X+Y)24&(X&Y )24.
We will show below that with a suitable choice of the tuning parameter b
the estimator T n has minimum limiting variance.
Recall the wellknown fact that X+Y and X&Y are independent nor-
mal random variables with means 0 and respective variances 2(1+\0) and
2(1&\0) if (X, Y) is bivariate normal with means 0, variances 1 and
covariance \0 .
Writing XiYi as above allows the introduction of the additional
parameter b putting the weights b+12 and b&12 on the independent
terms (Xi+Yi)22 and (X i&Yi)22. The estimator T n (b) is unbiased for an
arbitrary bivariate vector X, Y with marginal means 0, variances 1 and
correlation \0 , see also the discussion at the end of this section:
E\0 (T n (b))=(b+
1
2)(1+\0)+(b&
1
2)(1&\0)&2b=\0 .
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Its variance satisfies under \0
nE\0 ((T n (b)&\0)
2)
=E\0 ([(b+
1
2)(1+\0) Z
2
1+(b&
1
2)(1&\0) Z
2
2]
2)&(2b+\0)2
=4b2 (1+\20)+8b\0+1+\
2
0=: ’(b),
where Z1 , Z2 are independent standard normal rvs.
The function ’(b) is minimized for
b* :=&
\0
1+\20
,
in which case the minimum variance becomes
’(b*)=
(1&\20)
2
1+\20
.
This implies that T n (b*), with optimized proportion of ni=1 (Xi+Yi)
2
and ni=1 (Xi&Yi)
2, has minimum limiting variance under \0 . Of course,
T n (b*) has the drawback that b* contains the unknown underlying
parameter, but it turns out that b* can be replaced by any (weakly) consis-
tent estimator b n*, such as b n* := &\^n (1+\^2n). This is the content of our
following result.
2.1. Theorem. Suppose that b n* is under \0 a weakly consistent estimator
of b* i.e., b n*=b*+oP\0 (1). Then we have under \0
n12 (T n (b n*)&\0)=_minZ (n) + oP\0 (1),
where
Z(n) :=
n&12
(1&\20)(1+\
2
0)
12 :
n
i=1
((1+\20)(XiYi&\0)&\0 (X
2
i +Y
2
i &2))
D\0
N(0, 1).
Proof. First note that
n12 (T (b n*)&T n (b*))
=(b n*&b*) n&12 :
n
i=1 {
(Xi+Yi)2
2
+
(Xi&Yi)2
2
&2==oP\0 (1) (7)
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by the weak consistency of b n* and the central limit theorem. Since
n12 (T n (b*)&\0)=
1
_min
Z(n) ,
the assertion of Theorem 2.1 follows from the arguments in the proof of
Theorem 1.1. K
Straightforward computations show that Z(n) is the central sequence in
the sense of LeCam’s LAN theory of the loglikelihood ratio Ln (\n | \0) in
Theorem 1.1 yielding asymptotic normality. The estimator T n (b n*) is, there-
fore, an efficient estimator sequence with minimum variance within the
class of regular estimators at an arbitrary \0 # (&1, 1). This is the content
of the following corollary; see Section 8.4 of Pfanzagl (1994) for details.
2.2. Corollary. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1, we have under
\n=\0+!&12n that
n12 (T n (b n*)&\n) D\n N(0, _
2
min)
for arbitrary ! # R.
3. THE GENERAL CASE
In the preceding section we showed that the estimator
T n (b)=
1
n
:
n
i=1 {\b+
1
2+
(Xi+Yi)2
2
+\b&12+
(Xi&Yi)2
2 =&2b (8)
of \0 , with b replaced by a weakly consistent estimator b n* of the optimal
weight b*, is efficient in the normal case. It is, therefore, an easily com-
putable alternative to the maximumlikelihood estimator. In this section
we will investigate the problem whether this efficiency carries over to the
general case.
A crucial fact in the normal case was the independence of Xi+Yi and
Xi&Yi , which implies in particular that (Xi+Y i)2 and (X i&Yi)2 are
uncorrelated. The following auxiliary result provides a characterization in
the general case. Recall that we require 0 th(t) dt=2 

0 h(t) dt.
3.1. Lemma. Denote again by R a random variable on [0, ) with den-
sity p(t)=(?c) h(t)=h(t)0 h(s) ds, t0. Then we have the equivalences
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(X+Y)2 and (X&Y )2 are uncorrelated
 E(R)2=8
 |

0
t2h(t) dt=8 |

0
h(t) dt
 |

0
t2h(t) dt=4 |

0
th(t) dt.
Proof. By repeating the arguments in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we can
assume the represenation
(X, Y)T=S 12\0 O(V, W )
T,
where (V, W)T has the spherically symmetric distribution Ph (I2), O is an
arbitrary orthogonal matrix and S 12\0 is the symmetric root of S\0 .
With the particular choice
O=
1
212 \
1 &1
1 1+
we obtain
(X, Y )T=
1
212 \
(1+\0)12 V&(1&\0)12 W
(1+\0)12 V+(1&\0)12 W+
and, hence,
X+Y=212 (1+\0)12 V, X&Y=&212W,
i.e.,
(X+Y )2=2(1+\0) V2, (X&Y)2=2(1&\0) W 2.
Using polar coordinates we obtain
E(V2 W 2)=
1
c |

&
|

&
v2w2h(v2+w2) dv dw
=
1
c |

0
|
2?
0
cos2 (.) sin2 (.) r5h(r2) d. dr
=
1
c
?
4 |

0
r5h(r2) dr
=
1
c
?
8 |

0
r2h(r) dr=
1
8
E(R2).
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Moreover, we have E(V2)=1=E(W2) and, hence, (X+Y)2 and (X&Y )2
are uncorrelated iff E(V2 W 2)=1. This yields the assertion. K
Consider now T n (b) with arbitrary b # R. By the arguments in the
preceding lemma we can assume the representation
T n (b)=
1
n
:
n
i=1 {\b+
1
2+ (1+\0) V 2i +\b&
1
2+ (1&\0) W 2i =&2b,
where (V1 , W1), ..., (Vn , Wn) are iid with common spherically symmetric
distribution Ph (I2). Consequently, we obtain that T n (b) is unbiased for
arbitrary b # R,
E\0 (T n (b))=\0
and its variance satisfies
nE\0 ((T n (b)&\0)
2)
=
E(R2)
8
[8b2+4b2\20+1+12b\0+2\
2
0]
&4b2&4b\0&\20 .
The righthand side coincides with the variance function
’(b)=4b2 (1+\20)+8b\0+1+\
2
0
in the bivariate normal case of the previous section iff E(R2)=8. In this
case we have that
b*=&
\0
1+\20
is, consequently, also the minimizer of the variance of T n (b) with minimum
value
’(b*)=
(1&\20)
2
1+\20
and, thus, the results for the normal case carry over. The following result
is now a consequence of the central limit theorem and Lemma 3.1.
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3.2. Theorem. Let b n*=b*+oP\0 (1) be a weakly consistent estimator
sequence of b*. Then we obtain under \0
n12 (T n (b n*)&\0) D N \0, (1&\
2
0)
2
1+\20 +
iff E(R2)=8.
From Theorem 1.1 we obtain that in the case E(R2)=8 the ratio of
’(b*) and the minimum variance _2min of any regular estimate equals
(1&\20)
2(1+\20)
_2min
=1+(E((g$(R) R)2)&2)
1+2\20
2(1+\20)
.
This yields the following result, where the second equivalence was estab-
lished in the proof of Theorem 1.1. The discussion after Theorem 1.1 shows
that E((g$(R) R)2)2 if E(R2)=8.
3.3. Theorem. Suppose that E(R2)=8. Then we obtain with an arbitrary
weakly consistent estimator sequence b n* of b* the equivalences
T n (b n*) is asymptotically efficient
 E((g$(R) R)2)=2
 E(g"(R) R2)=0.
Note that we have in the bivariate normal case E(R2)=8 and
g(t)=&t2. Therefore, the final equivalence in the preceding result is
trivially satisfied in the normal case.
4. THE CASE OF UNKNOWN MEANS
Finally we show that the preceding results carry over to the case, where
the marginal means of (X, Y ) are unknown. Suppose that (Xi , Yi),
i=1, ..., n, are arbitrary bivariate random vectors with marginal variances 1,
unknown means &X , &Y and unknown correlation \0 . The corresponding
version of T n (b) is
T n (b) :=
1
n&1
:
n
i=1 {\b+
1
2+
(Xi&X n+Yi&Y n)2
2
+\b&12+
(Xi&X n&(Yi&Y n))2
2 =&2b,
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where
X n :=n&1 :
n
i=1
Xi , Y n :=n&1 :
n
i=1
Yi
denote the sample means of X1 , ..., Xn and of Y1 , ..., Yn . Note that
T n (0)=
1
n&1
:
n
i=1
(Xi&X n)(Yi&Y n)=: \~ n
is the related unbiased version of the empirical correlation and that T n (b)
is for arbitrary b # R unbiased as well:
E\0 (T n (b))=\0 .
If b n* is, moreover, a weakly consistent estimator of b*, such as
b n* :=&\~ n (1+\~ 2n), then the limiting distribution of T n (b n*) equals that of
T n (b*). This follows from the next result, where T $n (b) denotes the
estimator T n (b) as defined in (7) but this time based on the centered obser-
vations
(X$i , Y$i) :=(Xi&&X , Y i&&Y), i=1, ..., n.
4.1. Proposition. Suppose that (Xi , Yi), i=1, 2, ..., n, are independent
copies of an arbitrary random vector (X, Y ) with marginal variances 1 and
E(X 4)<, E(Y4)<. Let b n* be a weakly consistent estimate of b*. Then
we have under correlation \0
n12 (T n (b n*)&T $n (b*))=oP\
0
(1).
Proof. The assertion follows from expansion (6) and the central limit
theorem, if we show
n12 (T n (b n*)&T $n (b n*))=oP\0
(1).
First note that
T $n (b n*)=
n
n&1
T $n (b n*)+oP\
0
(n&12)
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and, thus,
n12 (T n (b n*)&T $n (b n*))
=
n12
n&1 \
b n*+12
12
:
n
i=1
((X$i&X $n+Y$n&Y $n)2&(X$i+Y$i)2)
+
b n*&12
12
:
n
i=1
(((X$i&X $n)&(Y$i&Y $n))2&(X$i&Y$i)2) g+
=
n12
n&1 \
b n*+12
12
:
n
i=1
((X $n+Y $n)2&2(X$i+Y$i)(X $n+Y $n))
+
b n*&12
12
:
n
i=1
((Y $n&X $n)2+2(X$i&Y$i)(Y $n&X $n))+
=2
n
n&1
n12 \&\b n*+12+ (X $n+Y $n)2&\b n*&
1
2+ (Y $n&X $n)2+=oP\0 (1)
by the central limit theorem and the consistency of b n* , where X $n :=
n&1 ni=1 X$i , Y $n :=n
&1 ni=1 Y$i . Recall that E\0 (X$i)=E\0 (Y$i)=0. K
The estimator T n (b n*), which uses no knowledge of the marginal means
&X , &Y , is by the above result and Corollary 2.2 in particular efficient for
normal vectors (Xi , Yi).
If the variances _2X :=E ((X&&X)
2) , _2Y :=E ((Y&&Y)
2) of X and Y are
also unknown, then it turns out that the corresponding version of T n (b),
i.e.,
Tn (b) :=
1
2(n&1)
:
n
i=1 {\b+
1
2+\
Xi&X n
_^X, n
+
Yi&Y n
_^Y, n +
2
+\b&12+\
X i&X n
_^X, n
&
Yi&Y n
_^Y, n +
2
=&2b
with _^2X, n :=(n&1)
&1 ni=1 (Xi&X n)
2, _^2Y, n :=(n&1)
&1 ni=1 (Y i&Y n)
2
denoting the empirical variances of X and Y, is asymptotically independent
of b:
n12 (Tn (b)&Tn (0))=oP\
0
(1).
This can be shown by elementary computations and is true for an
arbitrary, not necessarily normal vector. Note that Tn (0) is the usual sam-
ple correlation coefficient, which is the maximumlikelihood estimator in
the normal model. It is shown in Example 78.10 of Strasser (1985) that the
distribution of (X, Y ) is in this case an exponential family with five
parameters and thus, the maximumlikelihood estimator is efficient.
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